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Abstract: 
Automobile is booming in Indian finance and marketing domain providing lot of opportunities for seller and buyer. Based on 

car features such as milage, Mpg, model year, horsepower, brand, the car price is determined. without much calculation 

Prediction of car price can be done with machine learning techniques with reliable exploratory variables . Random forest is one 

of the model in ensemble method implemented on Toyota dataset which was collected from US Stanford University and  

publicly available. The model is evaluated on test data response variable with compared with actual response variable and 91% 

of accuracy was obtained. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The price of car represents certain features such as brand, richness of 

Person and many more but Predicting car price is depends on 

multiple factors mainly brand, model, mileage, safety features, 

facilities, manufacturing year, road tax, fuel type, and engine 

size. Without needing not much calculation predicting the accurate 

car price on certain considerable distinct quantitative and qualitative 

exploratory variable can be done easily with machine learning 

techniques and also prediction of cars price is a major area in 

machine learning research. The considerable data with exploratory 

and response variables is used for training random forest and 

accurate prediction of car price is achieved by testing the exploratory 

variable. 

The customer who purchases the car will always lookinto the price of 

the car either offline or online i,e offline being directly contacting the 

seller (B2B or C2B )  and through  online mode such as  social media 

platforms,  checking related websites. 

Offline is direct contact of mediator who is responsible for selling car 

and also high chance of corruption duegreediness of making profit 

Online is indirect way of communicating the mediator with less 

chances of corruption since the ongoing process can be visible 

Online purchase is less time consuming since the details about car 

can be viewed and without contacting any Person the price of the 

selling car in C2C  with certain features can be known easily 

Features are: 

1. Manufacturing year:  older the car the less will be price of the car 

due the kilometrestravelled reduces the milage and less functionality 

of car and as the new models and brand generating the older version 

and models’ values goes low in some brand  

2. Brand: older car has value in some specific brand and has high 

cost when compared to other brands  

 

II. MOTIVATION 

 
The automobile is booming in India and customers gives variety 

feedback on different brands of automobile and they purchase car 

within their range of price and also when selling hence it helps the 

customers to undergo unsatisfied experience and getting cheated 

from dealers for closing the deal for high profit and to make easy 

availability of prediction of cars to customers and sellers the 

algorithm is applied on data. 

 

III. OBJECTIVE  
 

The model is built on dataset to predict the accurate and effective car 

price with highest accuracy. 

Using the accurate technique to predict the price of the car with the 

available exploratory variable to help the managementto modify 

accordingly the prices varying exploratory variable to obtain certain 

price level 

 

IV. LITERATURE SURVEY  
 

The first paper is used car price prediction using machine learning 

and they created dataset by collecting some random data by visiting 

showrooms and this dataset is mainly contains the information of 

Tata brand and they implemented machine learning techniques such 

as simple and multiple linear regression and compared the accuracy 

of both the models. 
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The second paper is car price prediction using machine learning and 

deep learning techniques and compared both techniques with the 

predicted accuracy. 

The machine learning based model predicts the car price will with 

high accuracy than the deep learning techniques. 

The third paper is car price prediction with machine learning 

techniques they implemented machine learning svm support vector 

machine before build a model they done EDA and removed outlier 

and null values and empty columns and rows. 

The fourth paper is prediction of car price with single Neural 

Network and perceptron and multiple Neural Network. For the public 

dataset of Benz car this dataset consists of sold and purchased cars 

price and prediction on test data  

 

V. METHODOLOGY 

 

After dataset is uploaded in the R environment certain attributes are 

removed and kept only required attributes and the dummy variables 

is created and null values, outliers,  empty rows are removed and 

expected outlier are kept and unexpected outlier are replaced by 

mode mean and median based on problem requirement and the 

random forest is applied for the EDA processed  data and after 

certain steps of random forest the final output is predicted  

 

 

A. DATASET 

 

The dataset which we’re using for this project is Toyota dataset 

which is collected from US Stanford university which is publicly 

available on official website of US and not available in Kaggle, 

GitHub or any other repositories. 

The dataset contains 7,000 rows and 9 columns. The features are 

model, year, price, transmission, mileage, fuel type, tax, mpg, and 

engine size. 

 

 
 

 

VI. IMPLEMENTATION  
 

In this project the car price prediction is predicted with random forest  

 

Random forest  

It is one of the ensemble models (ensemble methods are technique 

that combines model prediction to make one final accurate prediction 

and used to get high accuracy and reduce bias and variance.) and 

used for both classification and regression supervised machine 

learning type. 

Random forest is a cluster of decision tree, and it is built over 

decision tree due to overfitting disadvantage. In Random Forest each 

decision tree result will be considered to predict the final output this 

is done by major voting method and final majority of output will be 

taken as final output. 

 

Steps involved in random forest  

Step1: from the original dataset the random samples are selected. 

Step2: the decision tree is constructed for the selected sample and 

predictions are obtained from each decision  tree. 

Step3: majority voting will be performed on the predicted results of 

each decision  tree. 

Step4: most voted output will be declared and selected as a final 

result. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 
 

The final prediction of car price is 91% accurate accuracy even with 

the simplest model and still seem to have high correlation. the 

limitation of the project tends to have low number of record and field 

and in future work, tend to collect more data of Toyota car and build 

advanced techniques in machine learning.  
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